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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,238,10 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FOR MACHINE TOOLS 
AND THE LEKE 

Waldo J. Guild, Worcester, Mass, assignor to The 
Heald Machine Company, Worcester, Mass., a 
corporation of Massachusetts 

Application May 5, 1937, Serial No. 40,991 
(C. 60-52) 4 Claims, 

The present invention relates to hydraulic Sys 
tems for the actuation of various machine parts, 
and it is particularly applicable to machine tools, 
for example boring, grinding, planing or milling 
machines. 

In machines of this character a liquid of high 
Wiscosity is frequently used for the hydraulic ac 
tuation of the machine table or other part, or 
parts; it is well known that such hydraulically 
actuated parts, for a given setting of the throt 
tle or other Speed control device, will not always 
move at the same predetermined rate over a 
period of time, because of changes in the viscosity 
of the liquid, which may be caused by heating 
thereof, during prolonged running of the ma 
chine. 

Previous attempts to compensate for such 
changes in the viscosity of the actuating fluid 
have required ndre Or less complicated additions 
to the hydraulic control devices ordinarily emi 
ployed in such machines; see in this connection 
the arrangements disclosed by the patent to 
Ernst et al. # 2,005,731 and Ernst et al. ii. 2,005,- 
732 both dated June 25, 1935. My invention as 
hereinafter described provides an exceedingly 
simple and inexpensive means for obtaining com 
pensation for Such changes in visCOsity of the ac 
tuating fluid; these compensations instead of 
being effected by devices extraneous to the hy 
draulic control mechanism of the machine, are 
effected, according to my invention, primarily by 
the control mechanisms themselves, the compen 
Sating instrumentalities being brought into ac 
tion whenever the throttle becomes operative on 
the pressure fillid. 
The arrangement shown in the Copending 

Blood application, Serial No. 138,424, filed April 
22, 1937, provides a constant speed or balancing 
valve Which operates to compensate for changes 
in Wiscosity, and is satisfactory in operation in 
many types of installations. The compensation 
for viscosity changes in this Blood application is 
obtained by diverting a portion of the pressure 
fluid to this constant speed or balancing valve by 
way of a narrow annular slot having its flow 
characteristics proportional to the flow charac 
teristics of the throttle valve. Such arrange 
ment requires a carefully constructed compen 
Sating valve which is applicable to only a limited 
range of Wiscosity changes; furthermore, this ar- : 
rangement requires the diversion of more or less 
of the pressure fluid supplied by the pump, away 
from the part or parts which are actuated by 
such pressure fluid. 
A further feature of the present invention re 
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sides in a novel arrangement by which the de 
vices which provide the compensation for changes 
in viscosity of the pressure fluid thus to obtain a. 
substantially constant speed for the movement 
of the machine table or other hydraulically ac 
tuated part or parts, do not require the use of 
any more actuating fluid than that required for 
the machine table or other part whose Working 
speed must be kept substantially constant, SO 
that a pump of relatively small capacity may 
provide enough fluid for the actuation of other 
parts of the machine than the reciprocating ta 
ble. By this arrangement, it is possible to SO 
connect the pump in the system that parts of the 
machine can be under the control of fluid under 
full pump pressure, with the table, however, in its 
working zone maintaining the speed for which 
its throttle is set; this obviously necessitates the 
automatic imposition of pressure changes in the 
oil or other fluid admitted to the actuating mech 
anism. 
Other and further objects and advantages of 

the invention Will hereinafter more fully appear 
from the following detailed description taken in 
connection with the accompanying drawings in 
Which 

Fig. 1 is a front elevation of a boring machine, 
as illustrative of One type of machine tool to 
which my invention is applicable. 

Fig. 2 is an end elevation of the machine of 
Fig. 1 with the work-holder and tool head re 
noved. 
Fig. 3 is a large scale front elevation illustrat 

ing the general arrangement of the hydraulic 
control devices for the boring machine shown by 
Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view of a certain balancing 
valve used in my improved system. 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view along the line 5-5 
of Fig. 4. 

Fig. 6 is a Sectional view along the line 6-6 
of Fig. 4. 

Fig. 7 is a partly diagrammatic view illustrat 
ing certain details of the hydraulic control de 

5 vices for my improved system, as constructed to 
procure compensation for changes in viscosity of 
the pressure fluid. 

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a fragmentary 
part of the balancing valve. 

Like reference characters refer to like parts in 
the different figures. 

Referring first to Fig. 1, in which is shown a 
boring machine as one example of a machine 
tool to which the present invention is applied, 
the machine has the reciprocatory table usu 



2. 
ally provided in a boring machine. Either the 
boring head or the workpiece to be bored is car 
ried on the table and the reciprocations of the 
latter serve in either case to produce a relative 
longitudinal movement between the boring tool 
and the workpiece. In the construction shown, 
the table supports and carries a workholder 2 in 
the form of a bracket, and the boring head 3 is 
mounted on a bridge & which spans the guide 
ways 5, Fig. 2, provided by the machine base 6 
for the movement of the table . The boring 
head has a boring spindle in the end of which 
is carried a tool 8 and the spindle is Suitably ro 
tated from a motor, not shown, in the base of the 
machine, to which the boring Spindle is con 
nected by belts 9 passing over pulleys on the 
boring spindle and idler pulleys Secured to the 
bridge. 
The workpiece a is mounted in allinement with 

the axis of the boring Spindle and is here shown 
as held stationary against rotation in a suitable 
bore 2 of the bracket 2. It will be understood 
that any other suitable type of workholding 
mechanism can be used and that the arrange 
ment shown is merely illustrative. 
With reference to Fig. 7, movement of the ta 

ble to the left to carry the workpiece into an 
operative position, relative to the boring tool, is 
procured by a fluid pressure actuated mechanism 
Comprising a cylinder 3 mounted in the base of 
the machine and having a piston 4 therein con 
nected by a piston rod 5 to a lug 6 on the 
underside of the table. When fluid under pres 
Sure is directed to the right hand end of the 
cylinder the table is caused to move to the left. 
Movement of the table to the right is obtained 
by directing fluid under pressure to the left-hand 
end of the table cylinder. 
The table is reversed at the left-hand end of 

its movement by a reversing dog 7, Fig. 1, 
mounted on the front of the table, and adapted 
to engage an arm 8 (see also Fig. 3) mounted 
on a stud 9 carried by the machine base 6. An 
Oppositely extending arm 20, movable with the 
arm 8, engages a pin 2 carried by an arm 22 
on a stud 23 which is pivotally mounted in the 
base. A depending arm 24 secured to the stud 
23, has its lower end in position to engage and 
move a pilot valve 25 for the operation of a re 
versing valve 37, as hereinafter described in de 
tail. The valve 25 is shiftable manually by a 
lever 26, also secured to the stud 23. 

Still referring to Figs. 1 and 3, the table also 
haS mounted on the front thereof a cam 27, 
which, as the workpiece arrives in position to be 
Operated upon by the tool, engages and depresses 
an arm 28 secured to a stud 29 journalled in the 
base. An arm 30 also secured to the stud 29, en 
gages the stem of a slow-down valve 3, herein 
after described in detail, so that the rate of travel 
of the table is reduced during the boring or 
other operations which the tool 8 performs on 
the workpiece, 
With reference now to the fluid pressure dia 

gram of Fig. 7, a constant volume fluid pump. 32 
of Well known construction has its intake pipe 33 
connected to a suitable supply of oil, not shown, 
and the pressure side of said pump is connected 
by a suitable conduit 34 to a port 35 in the casing 
36 of the main reversing valve 37. A relief valve 
38 determines the maximum pressure under 
which the pump operates, and the relief valve is 
connected to the supply tank by a return conduit 39. 
The bore of the reversing valve casing 36 is con 
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2,238,10 
nected by a conduit 40 to the bore of a casing in 
which the pilot valve 25 is operable. The conduit 
40 enters the bore of the reversing valve casing 
36 at a point in line with the port 35, and said 
bore at this point has an annular groove 42 SO 
that a constant supply of fluid is always directed 
to the pilot valve casing regardless of the position 
of the reversing valve 37. Spaced ports 43 and 
44 in the pilot valve casing have a common con 
nection 45 to a return conduit 46 which leads from 
an exhaust port 87 at the right hand end of the 
reversing valve casing 36. In this same end of 
the bore of the reversing valve casing is a port 
50 which is connected by a conduit 48 to a similar 
port 49 near the opposite end of said bore, for a 
purpose to be hereinafter described. 
The bore of the pilot valve casing 4 provides, 

on either side of the entrance of fluid Supply con 
duit 40 thereto, the ports 5 and 52 which are con 
nected by conduits 53 and 54 to ports 55 and 56 
in the left and right hand ends respectively of 
the casing 36 for the main reversing valve. When 
fluid enters either of the ports 55 or 56 the valve 
37 is shifted to one or the other of its end posi 
tions for controlling the direction of the table 
movement. The position of the main reversing 
valve is thus controlled entirely by the pilot valve. 
The rate of movement of the main reversing valve 
from one end position to the other is controlled 
by the rate of admission of fluid to the ends of 
the casing 36 and this rate of admission may be 
controlled by throttle valves, not shown, in the 
conduits 53 and 54. It will be apparent that the 
table may have a dwell of a predetermined length 
at either end of the table stroke dependent upon 
the time interval between the shifting of the pilot 
valve and the resultant movement of the reversing 
valve. 
A port 57 in the reversing valve casing 36 is 

connected by a conduit 58 directly to the left 
hand end of the table cylinder, and a similar port 
59 in said casing is connected by a conduit 60 to a 
port 6 in a casing 62 in which the slow-down 
valve 3 f is operable. At Substantially the same 
level as the port 6, the bore of casing 62 pro 
vides another port 63 which is connected by a 
conduit 64 to a port 65 which lets into the upper 
end of the bore 66 of a casing 67 in which oper 
ates the plunger 68 of my improved balancing or 
compensating valve. The casing 62 for the slow 
down valve 3 provides a throttle valve 7 which 
is adjustable to vary the speed of travel of the 
table during the period in which the workpiece 
a is being operated upon by the tool; this throttle 
valve 7 as shown in Fig. 7 is arranged in a pas 
sage 69 which provides a connection between the 
conduit 64 (leading from port 63) and a casing 
passage 70 which is connected by conduit 2 to a 
port 3 opening into the bore of the balancing 
valve casing 67. Another port 74 in the bore of 
casing 62 is spaced longitudinally from the port 
63, and is connected by a conduit 75 to the con 
duit 2. 

In spaced relation to inlet port 73, the bore of 
the balancing valve casing 67 provides an outlet 
port 76 which is connected by a conduit 77 to the 
right hand end of the table cylinder. A channel 
8 in the casing 67 opens at one end to an annular 

groove 9 of Said bore, which groove establishes 
constant communication of said channel 78 with 
the inlet 73. The opposite end of the channel 78 
lets into the bore 66 at a substantially lower 
point. The valve plunger 68 is normally held 
approximately in the position shown by a coil 
Spring 80 disposed within a recess 8 f, Fig. 4, of 

  



2,238,110 
said plunger 68. The lower end of the spring en 
gages the head 82 of a pin, surrounded by said 
spring and resting on a plurality of bi-metallic 
thermal elements 83 of well-known construction. 
These elements are immersed in fiuid from the 
supply pump which passes to the lower end of a 
bore 66 by way of conduit 72, groove 79 and the 
channel 8. - 

The reversing valve casing 36 provides, near its 
left hand end, a port 84 which is connected by 
a conduit 85 to the conduit 77, the latter, as shown 
in Fig. 7, leading from port 76 of the balancing 
valve to the right hand end of the table cylinder 
3. The conduit 85 and port 84 provide as here 

in after described for the exhaust of fluid from 
the right hand of the table cylinder during move 
ment of the table to the right, thereby permitting 
the table to move at a maximum of speed. 
The casing 62 for the slow-down valve has ax 

ially spaced ports 86 and 87 connected by a con 
duit 88, and a port 89 at substantially the same 
level as the port 87 is connected by a conduit 90 
to the left hand end of a cylinder 9 in which a 
piston 92 is slidable. The right hand end of the 
cylinder 9 is connected by a conduit 93 to the 
return conduit 39; a coil spring 94 in the cylinder 
9, at the right hand side of the piston, normally 
holds the piston 92 at the left hand of the cylin 
der. A projecting piston rod 95 connected to the 
piston is suitably connected to a clutch and brake 
mechanism, of Well known construction, which 
controls the rotation of the boring tool 8, the 
brake being actuated when the piston is in the 
left hand position shown, and the clutch being 
engaged, to transmit rotation to the tool, when 
the piston is moved to the right. 
With reference to Figs. 4 and 5, each bi-metal 

lic thermal element 83 is in the form of a three 
prong disk, Fig. 5, with the overall diameter cor 
responding to the diameter of the bore 66. The 
lowermost element 83 rests centrally on the head 
of a pin 96, and a ring 97 is positioned between 
the peripheries of the two lowermost elements 83. 
The uppermost pair of elements 83 have a similar 
ring 98 positioned between the peripheries there 
of. A plate 99 having a central hub OO is posi 
tioned between the upper and lower pairs of ele 
ments 83, as shown. By this arrangement any 
heating of the fluid in the fluid pressure system 
causes a bending of each of the elements 83 which 
are so arranged as to cause a lowering of the pin 
82 which supports spring 80, thus allowing the 
plunger 68 to move downwardly. 
As shown in Figs. 4 and 7, although the inlet 

port 3 in the casing 67 is normally covered by a 
full-diameter portion of of the plunger 68, still 
the pressure fluid can pass from the inlet port T3 
to the outlet port 76 (the latter normally left un 
covered by a reduced portion 02 of the plunger) 
through Small slots 03 in the full-diameter por 
tion of. As best shown in Fig. 8, these slots are 
located at an angle to the axis of the plunger 68 
So that a slow turning of the plunger tends to 
occur as the pressure fluid flows through the slots 
to the Space around the reduced portion 02. 
This turning of the plunger substantially over 
comes any tendency of the plunger to resist end 
Wise movements. The slots 03 preferably de 
crease in cross-sectional area toward the upper 
ends thereof to provide for varying the quantity 
of fluid passing through said slots as the position 
of the plunger 68 changes, a downward move 
ment of the plunger obviously cutting down the 
quantity of fluid which is thus supplied to the 
outlet port 76. 
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In the operation of the machine, movement of 
the table to the left to carry the Workpiece 
toward the tool, is initiated by movement of the 
control lever 26, Fig. 3. Rocking of this lever 
shifts the pilot valve 25 into its illustrated right 
hand position, thereby causing the reversing 
valve 3 to be moved by the pressure fluid into 
its right hand position (Fig. 7), in which fluid 
under pressure is directed around a reduced por 
tion 04 of the reversing valve, and through the 
conduit 60 to the port 6 which opens to the bore 
of the slow-down valve casing. 
A reduced portion 05 of the slow-down valve 

3 normally provides fluid connection between 
the ports 6d and 74, and fluid under full pump 
pressure is thus supplied to the port 3 passing 
thence by Way of the groove 79 and channel 8 to 
the underside of the balancing valve plunger 68. 
Fluid at the Same pressure also enters the upper 
end of the bore 66 by way of port 63 and the 
conduit 64. As the effective areas of the oppo 
site ends of the plunger 68 are equal, the pres 
sures exerted by the fluid on opposite ends of the 
plunger are equal, and the spring 80 is therefore 
effective to produce more or less upward move 
ment of the plunger 68 to allow the flow of pres 
sure fluid through slots 03 and thence by Way of 
conduit 77 to the right hand end of cylinder 3; 
this moves the table to the left, at a speed un 
affected by the setting of the adjustable throttle 
valve 77, since the pressure fluid in this unlow 
ered position of the slow-down valve 3 is per 
mitted to by-pass said throttle valve. 
At the completion of this high-speed table 

movement, just before the tool is engaged by the 
workpiece, the slow-down valve 3 is moved 
downwardly by the can blocking 27; this move 
ment, in the following manner, starts the rota 
tion of the boring tools and also procures a re 
duction in the rate of table travel. As the valve 
3 moves downwardly the reduced portion O5 es 
tablishes fluid connection between the ports 6 
and 86, and fluid under pressure is thus directed 
to the port, 87, around an upper reduced portion 
06 of the valve 3 and through the conduit 90 to 

the clutch and brake operating mechanism. The 
fluid entering the cylinder 9 is at full pump 
pressure and thus positively engages the clutch 
mechanism by movement of the piston 92 to the 
right thereby obtaining rotation of the boring 
tool 8. 
The downward movement of the Slow-down 

valve also procures, as above stated, a reduction 
in the rate of table travel. This is effected by 
the closing of the port T4, so that all the fluid 
which goes to the right hand end of cylinder 3, 
by Way of the inlet port T3 must pass through 
the throttle valve f. It will be noted that the 
port 4 is gradually closed by a conical shoulder 
07 on the valve 3. With the port 74 thus 

closed, the setting of the throttle valve deter 
mines the amount of fluid entering the table cyl 
inder and thus reduces the rate of table travel to 
a desirable boring speed. 

It is well known that, at a given viscosity of a 
fluid, a throttle maintains a constant flow of the 
fluid only when the pressure drops across the 
throttle (the difference between the pressure en 
tering the throttle and that against which the 
throttle is discharging) is maintained constant. 
If the pressure drop becomes less, by reason of 
an increase of back pressure built up against the 
discharge of the throttle, or by reason of a de 
crease in pump pressure, the rate of flow de 
creases, and when the pressure drop increases, 
the rate of flow increases. It is the function of 
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the secondary or balancing valve 68 to maintain 
a substantially constant pressure drop across the 
throttle 7 or a constant difference in pressure 
between ports 63 and 70 regardless of fluctua 
tions of the pressure in the cylinder 3 and con 
duit due to variations in the resistance met by 
the table when in motion, and regardless of 
variations which may ooccur in the pressure at 
the port 63 by variations in the pump pressure. 
Assuming that the pressure in port 70 at the dis 
charge side of the throttle is always in excess 

() 

of the maximum pressure required in the conduit 
leading to the cylinder 3 to secure motion of 

the table , the balancing valve 66 interposes a 
second but variable throttle f3 between the port 
70 and the conduit . The variable throttle 3 
is arranged automatically to reduce the pressure 
required at the port 70 (to maintain a uniform 
pressure drop across the throttle if) to that 
pressure which may, at the moment, be required . 
in conduit necessary to procure movement of 
the table at the desired rate. This automatic 
compensation is controlled by the difference in 
pressures across the throttle 7, that is, at ports 
63 and T0, by means of the valve plunger 68. 
As previously described, the chamber above the 

valve plunger 68 in the casing 67 is connected by 
the conduit 64 to the port 63 above the throttle 
T. The chamber below the valve plunger 68 is 
connected by the conduit 78 and the groove 79 
in the casing 67 to the port 3 leading by the 
conduit 72 to the port To below the throttle 7. 
The pressures existing on opposite sides of the 
throttle 7 are therefore imposed on opposite 
ends of the balancing plunger 68. With the port 
T4 closed, the fluid pressure in the port to is 
reduced by the throttle valve 7 and the pressure 
on the underside of the plunger 68 is correspond 
ingly reduced. The pressure above the plunger 
68 remains that of port 63 on the pressure side of 
the throttle (full pump pressure). The valve 
plunger 68 is thus moved down into approxi 
mately the position of Fig. 7 or until the com 
bined forces exerted by the spring 80 and by the 
fluid on the underside of the plunger become bal 
anced by the force exerted by the fluid above the 
plunger. The throttling passages 03 are 
brought into action between ports 3 and 76 by 
the downward movement of the valve 68, thereby 
increasing the pressure in the conduit 2 and 
thus at the port 70 until the valve 68 is again in 
balance. Since the pressure areas are uniform 
on the valve 68, this balance is obtained when the 
pressure on the top of the valve 68 (or that at 
port 63) minus the pressure on the underside of 
the valve 68 (or that at port 70) is equal to the 
pressure of the spring 80. 

If the table encounters increased resistance, 
the pressure in the table cylinder increases, tend 
ing to increase the pressures at all points in the 
system back to the throttle valve . But with 
the proportionate increase at port 79, the res 
Sure on the underside of the valve 68 overbal 
ances the pressure on the upper side of the valve, 
raising the valve until a new balance is estab 
lished, thereby reducing the pressure drop 
through the throttle passages 03 and reestab 
lishing the fixed pressure drop across the throttle 
7, as governed by the spring 80. The spring 80 
will have a different pressure at every setting 
of balance which the valve may take and may 
result in a slight variation in the difference of 
pressures across the throttle . These varia 
tions, may, however, be made negligible in prac 
tice by proper design and pressure Selections. 
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2,238,110 
This balancing valve also compensates for 

changes in the viscosity of the actuating fluid 
so as to keep the rate of table travel substantial 
ly constant for any given setting of the throttle 
valve 7 f, and substantially independent of Such 
changes. As the temperature of the fluid in 
creases, the viscosity decreases and the table 
would under these conditions tend to travel fast 
er, except for the automatic operation of the bal 
ancing valve which offsets and compensates for 
the changed condition of the pressure fluid. The 
bi-metallic elements 33 are arranged to provide 
for a lowering of the pin 82 as the temperature 
of the fluid increases, thus decreasing the pres 
sure exerted by the spring 80 (by lengthening it) 
so that when a balanced condition is again es 
tablished, the difference in pressures above and 
below the valve will be lessened and the pressure 
drop across the throttle A, from ports 63 to , 
will be correspondingly lessened. Since a throt 
tle offers less resistance to the flow of fluid of 
lower viscosity (or greater fluidity), a Smaller 
pressure drop across the throttle is required to 
pass a given rate of flow when the fluid becomes 
less Wiscous, 

. As the table continues its throttled-down 
movement to the left the boring tool performs a 
boring Operation, and the table is then reversed 
by the reversing dog which shifts the pilot 
valve 25 to the left, causing a movement of the 
reversing valve to the left whereupon the pres 
sure fluid is admitted by way of port 5 and con 
duit 58 to the left hand end of cylinder 3, to 
obtain a full Speed return of the table to its 
extreme right hand position of rest. The revers 
ing valve 3, in its left hand position, directs 
fluid under pressure around a reduced portion 
08 thereof to the conduit 58 leading directly to 

the left hand end of the table cylinder. Fluid 
from the right hand end of the cylinder ex 
hausts through the conduit 85, around the re 
duced portion 04 of the reversing valve 37 and 
through the conduit 48 and ports 50 and 47 to 
the return conduit 46, the ports 50 and S7 each 
communicating with an annular groove O9 in 
the bore of casing 36. 
The slow-down valve is held down during the 

first part of the run-out of the table but this does 
not prevent the movement of the table at mixi 
mum speed as the exhaust from the cylinder 3 
is by-passed around the slow-down valve through 
the conduit 85. The table comes to rest at the 
right hand position of Fig. 1 by engagement be 
tween the piston 4 and the end of the cylin 
der 3. 

Before the table begins its right hand return 
movement the rotation of the boring tool is 
stopped, by movement of piston 92, to disengage 
the clutch and to apply the brake. To this end, 
the movement of the reversing valve 37 to the 
left allows the fluid in the cylinder 9 to exhaust 
through the conduits 60 and 48, the slow-down 
valve 3 being in its lower position for a fluid 
connection between the ports 6 and 86. The re 
versing valve 3 establishes fluid connection be 
tween the ports 49 and 59 before the table is re 
versed so that the tool may come to rest before 
the runout of the table is started. 
As above stated, the table dwells at the end of . 

its left hand movement for a predetermined in 
terval, this interval being at least long enough 
for the boring tool to be brought to rest. To have 
this dwell occur at a predetermined position of 
the table, the latter has a stop dog ff0, Fig. 1, en 
gageable with a fixed stop f on the base to stop 
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the table at the left hand end of its stroke. The 
dwell is controlled by the time interval required 
for the movement of the main valve from a posi 
tion cutting of the flow of fluid from the port 35 
to the port 59 around the portion 04, until the 
valve reaches a position providing fluid connec 
tion between the ports 35 and 57 around the re 
duced portion 8. 
From the foregoing it Will be apparent that the 

machine incorporates a balancing valve in the 
fluid pressure System in series with the main 
throttle valve and between the throttle valve and 
the reciprocatory table with the balancing valve 
providing for a uniform rate of table travel inde 
pendently of changes in the viscosity of the fluid 
and independently of the resistance encountered 
by the table. Moreover, with the balancing valve 
in the position described, it is possible to have 
available the full pump pressure in any other part 
of the fluid pressure system for the actuation of 
any other mechanism controlled by fluid under 
preSSLIre. The compensation for viscosity 
changes is effected by mechanism responsive to 
temperature changes in the actuating fluid. 

I claim: 
I. In a machine tool, a reciprocatory table, 

fluid pressure actuated means for moving the 
table, a Source of fluid under pressure, a balanc 
ing Wave in the fluid connection between the 
Source and said means for providing a uniform 
rate of table travel, said balancing valve com 
prising a casing having a plunger slidable there 
in, an inlet port in the casing, and an Outlet port 
connected to the fluid pressure actuated means, 
Said plunger being adapted to vary the amount 
of opening of One of said ports by movement 
Within the casing, a connection from the source 
to One end of the casing, a throttle Valve in the 
fluid connection from the source to the inlet port, 
a connection between the other end of the casing 
and the inlet port, a spring for normally urging 
the plunger toward one end of the casing, and 
means responsive to changes in the temperature 
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of the fluid in the system for varying the action 
of the Spring. 

2. In a machine tool, a reciprocatory table, 
fluid pressure actuated means for moving the 
table, a source of fluid under pressure, a balanc 
ing Valve in the fluid connection between the 
Source and said means for providing a uniform 
rate of table travel, said balancing valve compris 
ing a casing having a plunger slidable therein, an 
inlet port in the casing, and an outlet port con 
nected to the fluid pressure actuated means, said 

5 
plunger being adapted to vary the amount of , 
Opening of One of Said ports by movement with 
in the casing, a connection from the source to one 
end of the casing, a throttle Valve in the fluid 
connection from the source to the inlet port, a 
connection between the other end of the casing 
and the inlet port, and means responsive to 
changes in the temperature of the fluid in the 
system for shifting said balancing valve. 

3. In a machine tool, a reciprocatory table, 
fluid pressure actuating means for moving the 
table, a Source of fluid under pressure, a balanc 
ing valve in the fluid connection betwen the 
Source and said means for providing a uniform 
rate of table travel, said balancing valve com 
prising a casing having a plunger slidable there 
in, Said Casing having an inlet port connected to 
said Source and an Outlet port Connected to the 
fluid pressure actuated means, said plunger be 
ing adapted to vary the amount of fluid passing 
through said outlet port by movement within the 
casing, a connection from the source to one end 
of the casing, a throttle Valve in said connection, 
a Connection from the other end of the casing to 
said source, ahead of Said throttle Valve, a spring 
for normally urging the plunger toward one end 
of the casing, and means responsive to changes 
in the temperature of the fluid in the system for 
Varying the action of the Spring. 

4. In a machine tool, a reciprocatory table, 
fluid pressure actuating means for moving the 
table, a Source of fluid under pressure, a balanc 
ing Valve in the fiuid connection between the 
source and said means for providing a uniform 
rate of table travel, said balancing valve Com 
prising a Casing having a plunger slidable there 
in, said casing having an inlet port connected to 
Said Surce and an Outlet port connected to the 
fluid pressure actuated means, said plunger be 
ing adapted to vary the amount of fluid passing 
through said outlet port by movement within the 
casing, a connection from the source to one end 
of the casing, a throttle Valve in Said connection, 
a connection from the other end of the casing 
to said source, ahead of said throttle valve, 
means responsive to changes in the temperature 
of the fluid in the System for shifting said bal 
ancing valve, and a normally open slow-down 
valve in parallel with the throttle valve and 
shifted to closed position in response to the table 
movement for rendering the throttle valve oper 
ative during a portion. Only of the table move 
ment. 
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